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next Friday , I need to lock in arrangements
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To:
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Barry ,
thanks for agreeing to meet the Party Secretary of Liaoning Provence Mr Wang Ming 10 am next Friday , allowing 30 mins.
After that the delegation will proceed to the Signing of a MOU with Wagga Wagga Council regarding the $400 million dollar Wuai investment in
Wagga . Wagga will respond by moving to allocate the land needed to build on .
I understand that CSU will be signing a MOU as well to provide education to Shenyang University as well , and perhaps the Riverina BEC to deliver
VET courses as well.
The signing will happen in the parliament at a room TBA , we dont expect you to do anything other than to meet greet and have photos on your
8th floor board room .
I have been talking with Tim and protocol about the arrangements
Tim has agreed to only 4 people from the delegation meeting you in your actual office. This has caused big problems!!!!!. as they all want to see
you . They have high level people with each project in the delegation .
What I need is for you to meet all the delegation in your Board room around the table Chinese style with a cup of tea and woo them. Then the
obligatory photos they have a media team with them , they leave at 1030 to attend the signing and meet the Mayor of Wagga, and CSU . we will
then have a lunch which I have arranged . Can I get this 10 am to 1030 am locked in today as time is running out and I have so much to arrange
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